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This study combines non-invasive hyperspectral imaging
with an experimentally validated skin optical model and
inverse algorithm to monitor diabetic feet of two representative patients. It aims to observe temporal changes
in local epidermal thickness and oxyhemoglobin concentration and to gain insight into the progression of foot
ulcer formation and healing. Foot ulceration is a debilitating comorbidity of diabetes that may result in loss of
mobility and amputation. Inflammation and necrosis
preempt ulceration and can result in changes in the skin
prior to ulceration and during ulcer healing that affect
oxygen delivery and consumption. Previous studies estimated oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations around pre-ulcerative and ulcer sites on the diabetic foot using commercially available hyperspectral
imaging systems. These measurements were successfully
used to detect tissue at risk of ulceration and predict the
healing potential of ulcers. The present study shows epidermal thickening and decrease in oxyhemoglobin concentration can also be detected prior to ulceration at
pre-ulcerative sites. The algorithm was also able to observe reduction in the epidermal thickness combined
with an increase in oxyhemoglobin concentration around

1. Introduction
Diabetes mellitus affected 194 million people worldwide in 2004 [1] and is expected to increase in preva-
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Healing process of a diabetic foot ulcer
the ulcer as it healed and closed. This methodology can
be used for early prediction of diabetic foot ulceration
in a clinical setting.

lence to 439 million by the year 2030 [2]. Foot ulceration is a major complication of diabetes mellitus
and occurs in as many as 15–25% of patients with
type 1 and 2 diabetes mellitus over their lifetime [3,
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4]. The cost of foot disorder diagnosis and management is estimated to be over 6 billion dollars annually in the United States [5, 6]. If left untreated,
foot ulcers may become infected and develop deep
tissue necrosis which may require amputation [7]. In
fact, a foot ulcer precedes approximately 85% of all
lower extremity amputations in patients with diabetes mellitus [7] and more than 88,000 lower limb
amputations are performed annually on diabetic patients in the United States [8]. Hyperspectral imaging of the diabetic foot has been demonstrated to
monitor vascular changes associated with diabetic
neuropathy [9], ulcer healing [10], and ulcer formation [11]. This study explores the use of hyperspectral imaging and associated algorithms to monitor
the temporal evolution of foot ulceration sites and to
gain insight into the progression of foot ulcer formation and healing. Two patients for whom hyperspectral images were collected before, during and after
foot ulceration are studied in details with particular
attention paid to changes in epidermal thickness.

2. Background
Prolonged and poorly controlled diabetes irreparably damages bodily tissues. Nerve damage in the
lower limbs results in diabetic neuropathy, whereby
the patient’s somatosensory and autonomic functions
are diminished or completely lost [12, 13]. The subsequent loss of protective sensation, poor gait control, bone deformities, callus formation and inhibited
sweat response result in excessive shear and pressure
that damages the diabetic foot [14, 15]. Furthermore,
10 to 40% of diabetic patients are afflicted with peripheral vascular disease [16]. Typically, the vessels
that carry blood to the legs, arms, stomach or kidneys narrow due to inflammation or tissue damage
resulting in impaired blood flow to those regions
[16]. Thus, repeated damage to the foot in conjunction with inhibited protective or healing response
due to denervation or poor vascularization cause ulceration [13, 14, 16].
Recently, hyperspectral imaging in the visible and
near-infrared parts of the spectrum has been used to
determine the spatial distribution of oxygen saturation in human skin [17–19] and to detect the circulatory changes in the diabetic foot [10, 20, 21]. For
example, Greenman et al. [9] used hyperspectral
imaging to generate oxygen saturation and total hemoglobin concentration maps of the forearms and
feet of type 1 and 2 diabetic subjects with and without diabetic neuropathy and of non-diabetic subjects
without neurological disorders. The authors showed
that the resting oxygen saturation averaged over the
limb was lower among diabetic subjects with neuropathy than among both diabetic subjects without
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neuropathy and non-diabetic subjects. This suggests
that diabetic neuropathy, which is a major contributor to ulceration [14, 15], could be detected by hyperspectral tissue oximetry.
In a different study, Khaodhiar et al. [20] measured in vivo oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin
concentrations using hyperspectral imaging near ulcer sites on the feet of type 1 diabetic patients. Hyperspectral imaging of the feet between 500 and
650 nm was performed at each visit for up to 4 times
over a six month period. Then, the authors developed an ulcer healing prediction index based on the
oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations near the ulcer site which could distinguish ulcers that would heal from non-healing ulcers with a
sensitivity and specificity of 93 and 86%, respectively.
Nouvong et al. [10] evaluated hyperspectral imaging as a tool for predicting the healing potential of
diabetic foot ulcers on the feet of type 1 and 2 diabetic patients. Hyperspectral tissue oximetry measurements from feet of 66 diabetic patients were performed every two weeks for up to 18 months or until
the ulcer healed. By measuring elevation and reduction in the average oxyhemoglobin concentration immediately around the ulcer area compared with adjacent tissue, the authors were able to predict the
healing outcome of the formed ulcer with a sensitivity and specificity of 80 and 74%, respectively [10].
Yudovsky et al. [11] developed a predictive algorithm to automatically detect sites on the diabetic
foot at risk of developing ulcers before visible signs
of ulceration could be detected with the naked eye.
This was achieved by retrospectively analyzing hyperspectral data collected by Nouvong et al. [10]
58 days, in average, before patients developed foot
ulcers. An image processing algorithm based on this
analysis was developed to automatically detect tissue
that would ulcerate from tissue oximetry information. This algorithm was able to detect at-risk tissue
with a sensitivity and specificity of 95 and 80%, respectively.
The studies previously described were limited to
analysis of changes in oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations and thus change in the circulatory function. Recently, Yudovsky and Pilon
[22–24] developed a forward [22] and inverse method [23] to simultaneously determine, from diffuse reflectance spectra, (i) the melanin concentration and
(ii) thickness of the epidermis, (iii) the volume fraction and oxygen saturation of blood in the dermis,
and (iv) the scattering coefficient of skin [23, 24].
Their algorithm was validated on in vivo reflectance
measurements from white and black subjects [24]. In
the present study, changes in epidermal thickness on
the diabetic foot were explored. Epidermal thickness
can be measured reliably with punch biopsy whereby
a sample of the skin is removed and analyzed ex
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vivo [25, 26]. However, this invasive and destructive
technique requires local anesthetic and should not
be performed on diabetic feet to avoid the risk of
causing an ulcer. Alternatively, non-invasive measurements of epidermal thickness can be made with
techniques such as optical coherent tomography or
ultrasound [27, 28]. However, these techniques are
primarily sensitive to the tissue’s scattering coefficient therefore simultaneous determination of chromophore concentrations is difficult if not impossible
[29, 30]. Additionally, they do not provide a large
enough field of view of the foot.
Finally, unlike previous studies which considered
hyperspectral data collected during a single visit, this
study investigates the sequences of hyperspectral
images gathered before ulcer formation and during
ulcer healing. In addition, hyperspectral data were
analyzed with the method developed by Yudovsky
and Pilon [23] to detect hyperkeratosis that preempt
ulceration and monitor the evolution of the callus as
the ulcer heals. Indeed, change in epidermal thickness at sites forming ulcers is of particular interest
because (i) ulcer formation is frequently preceded
by callus formation (epidermal thickening) and (ii)
formed ulcers typically exhibit a thick callus ring
spanning the permitter of the ulcer [14, 15].

3. Material and methods
3.1 Experimental data
Medical hyperspectral imaging consists of recording
a series of images representing diffuse reflectance of
biological tissue at discrete wavelengths lk resulting
in a set of images called a hypercube denoted by
Hðx; y; lk Þ. Here, x and y are the spatial coordinates and lk is the spectral dimension. The hyperspectral imager used in this study is schematically
depicted in Figure 1 and was described in detail in
Ref. [11]. Two hypercubes were collected at each
measurement site corresponding to either background or LED illuminated conditions denoted by
Btissue ðx; y; lk Þ and Mtissue ðx; y; lk Þ, respectively. The
LEDs were switched off and on to produce both illumination conditions, respectively. The spectral separator of the imager used in this study [11] was
tuned to 15 equally spaced wavelengths between 500
and 660 nm while the CCD measured the tissue diffuse reflectance. Image acquisition at each wavelength lasted for approximately 1 second. A fiducial
target was placed near the center of the imager’s
field of view to correct for patient movement during
the image acquisition.
Spectral variation in external illumination intensity and CCD sensitivity were corrected by calibrat-
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Figure 1 Schematic of the different components of the hyperspectral imager. The device acceptance angle a and exit
angle q are shown for reference.

ing the hyperspectral imager to a well characterized
highly reflective diffuse reflectance standard. This
was performed prior to imaging each patient. The
same procedure as above was used to acquire hypercubes of the calibration standard under background
and LED illumination denoted by Bcalib ðx; y; lk Þ and
Mcalib ðx; y; lk Þ, respectively. Then, the diffuse reflectance measured at location ðx; yÞ and wavelength lk
was defined as
Rm ðx; y; lk Þ ¼

Mtissue ðx; y; lk Þ  Btissue ðx; y; lk Þ
Mcalib ðx; y; lk Þ  Bcalib ðx; y; lk Þ

ð1Þ

Note
that
hypercubes
Btissue ðx; y; lk Þ
and
Bcalib ðx; y; lk Þ represent the reflectance of skin and
the calibration standard, respectively, during background illumination only while the hypercubes
Mtissue ðx; y; lk Þ and Mcalib ðx; y; lk Þ represent the
reflectance of skin and the calibration standard,
respectively, illuminated by normally incident and
collimated light and background illumination
simultaneously.

3.2 Description of data set
Hyperspectral images were gathered from 66 subjects at the Olive View Medical Center (Olive ViewUCLA IRB #05H-609300) as reported in detail in
Ref. [10]. Each subject was (i) diagnosed with type 1
or 2 diabetes mellitus, (ii) afflicted with peripheral
neuropathy [13, 14], and (iii) at risk of developing
foot ulcers [4]. Twenty one subjects developed new
ulcers during the course of the study [10]. Hyperspectral images of the feet of each subject were gathered over multiple visits. This study focuses on two
representative subjects who exhibited foot ulceration
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on the planar aspect and toes of the foot. These representative subjects were chosen because more
than two hyperspectral images were available for
each ulceration phase, namely prior to and during
ulceration as well as during ulcer healing.

3.3 Normal-hemispherical versus
normal-normal reflectance
This section describes the relationship between the
semi-empirical reflectance model for two-layer media developed by Yudovsky and Pilon [22], which
predicts the normal-hemispherical reflectance denoted by Rn;h ðx; y; lk Þ, and the diffuse reflectance
Rm ðx; y; lk Þ measured by a finite aperture hyperspectral imager. The diffuse reflectance Rm ðx; y; lk Þ given
by Eq. (1) can be expressed as [32],
Ða
2p Itissue ðx; y; lk ; qÞ sin q dq
Rm ðx; y; lk Þ ¼ 0a
ð2Þ
Ð
2p Icalib ðx; y; lk ; qÞ sin q dq
0

where Itissue ðx; y; lk ; qÞ and Icalib ðx; y; lk ; qÞ are the intensities of light backscattered from skin and from
the diffuse reflectance standard, respectively, into
the solid angle 2p dq around the polar angle q and
at coordinate ðx; yÞ and wavelength lk . Furthermore,
a is the acceptance angle of the hyperspectral imager’s CCD as illustrated in Figure 1. As explained
earlier, background illumination was removed in calculating Rm ðx; y; lk Þ by subtracting Btissue ðx; y; lk Þ
from Mtissue ðx; y; lk Þ and Bcalib ðx; y; lk Þ from
Mcalib ðx; y; lk Þ, respectively. Surface (or Fresnel) reflectance was removed by cross-polarizing the light
emitted from the illumination LEDs relative to the
liquid crystal spectral separator which is inherently polarized [11]. Thus, Itissue ðx; y; lk ; qÞ and
Icalib ðx; y; lk ; qÞ are the diffusely backscattered intensities under normal and collimated illumination.
The angular intensity of light backscattered from
strongly scattering media such as skin exposed to normal and collimated irradiation has been shown to follow the Lambert’s cosine law [33–35] given by [32],
Rn;h ðx; y; lk Þ cos q
ð3Þ
p
where Rn;h ðx; y; lk Þ is the normal-hemispherical reflectance integrated over the outer hemisphere
(0  q  p=2) and therefore, independent of q. By
substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) for Itissue ðx; y; lk ; qÞ
and
Icalib ðx; y; lk ; qÞ
the
diffuse
reflectance
Rm ðx; y; lk Þ can be expressed as
Iðx; y; lk ; qÞ ¼

Rm ðx; y; lk Þ ¼

Rn;h;tissue ðx; y; lk Þ
Rn;h;calib ðx; y; lk Þ
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ð4Þ

where Rn;h;tissue and Rn;h;calib are the normal-hemispherical reflectance of skin and of the diffuse reflectance standard, respectively. Since the calibration
standard is highly reflective for the wavelength range
considered, Rn;h;calib can be approximated to unity.
Then, the measured reflectance Rm ðx; y; lk Þ, given by
Eq. (1), is equivalent to the normal-hemispherical reflectance Rn;h;skin, predicted by Yudovsky and Pilon
[23], regardless of the acceptance angle a.

3.4 Tissue spectroscopy
Recently, Yudovsky and Pilon [24] developed an inverse method for determining the melanin concentration Cmel , blood volume fraction fblood , oxygen saturation SO2 , epidermal thickness Lepi, and transport
scattering coefficient ms;tr of human skin. The dependence of the transport scattering coefficient on wavelength was expressed as a power law: ms;tr ¼ Cðl=l0 Þb
as implemented in Ref. [23]. The parameter C was assumed unknown while the parameters l0 and b were
assumed to be 1 nm and 1.50, respectively. The biological characteristics of skin were assumed to be defined
by a property vector ~
ae ¼ ðCmel ; Lepi ; fblood ; SO2 ; CÞ.
The goal of the inverse problem was to estimate the
vector ~
ae at location ðx; yÞ from the measured diffuse
reflectance spectrum Rm ðx; y; lk Þ. Tissue spectroscopy
was achieved by finding an estimate vector ~
ae ðx; yÞ
that minimizes the sum of the squared residuals rðx; yÞ
expressed as [23],
rðx; yÞ ¼

K
P

½Rm ðx; y; lk Þ  Rn;h;skin ðx; y; lk ; ~
ae Þ2

ð5Þ

k¼1

where Rm ðx; y; lk Þ was estimated experimentally using
Eq. (1). The estimated normal-hemispherical reflectance of skin Rn;h;skin ðx; y; lk ; ~
ae Þ was evaluated using
the semi-empirical model for two-layer media described in Ref. [22] [Eqs. (33) through (35)] as a function of ~
ae. The residual rðx; yÞ was minimized iteratively at each coordinate ðx; yÞ using the constrained
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [35]. Minimization
was stopped once successive iterations of the algorithm no longer reduced rðx; yÞ by more than 109
per iteration. This model has been validated against
in vivo diffuse reflectance measurements of skin on
the inner and outer forearm and forehead of subjects
of white Caucasian and black African descent [24].

4. Results and discussion
4.1 Callus formation during ulceration
Figures 2 and 3 show visible images, oxygen saturation maps, epidermal thickness maps and oxyhemo-
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Figure 2 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) (a) to (d) Visible images and (e) to (h) oxygen saturation maps
of the plantar surface of the right foot of a diabetic subject who developed a foot ulcer. Solid line circle indicates the
ulceration site. Dashed line circle indicates the control site. Solid line circle indicates the ulceration site. Figures 2(a)
through (d) represent the same time points as figures (e) through (h) during ulceration.

globin concentration maps of the plantar surface and
toes of the right foot of a diabetic patient. The images were gathered over four visits during the course
of one month. The patient exhibited an existing ulcer
during the first visit over the first metatarsal head
(Figure 2a) which persisted during the three following visits (Figures 2b through 2d). Furthermore, a
new ulcer developed over the fourth metatarsal head
between the third and fourth visit (Figure 2c).
Figures 2a through 2d show the visible image of
the foot while Figures 2e through 2h show oxygen
saturation maps estimated from the corresponding
hyperspectral data. The estimated oxygen saturation
SO2 and epidermal thickness Lepi were averaged
over an area 1 cm in diameter centered on the preulcer region over the fourth metatarsal head (solid line
circle) and a control region over the second metatarsal head (dashed line circle) for each of the four visits. During visits 1, 2 and 3, the average SO2 assessed
over the ulcer was respectively, 80, 83, and 69% compared with 73, 95, and 72% for the control region.
In a previous study [11] the range of oxygen saturation SO2 at known preulcer sites was reported to be
between 45 and 80%. This study [11] determined the
oxygen saturation by comparing the apparent absorption of skin to reference apparent absorption
spectra of fully saturated and desaturated blood and
melanin solutions as described in Ref. [18]. The values of oxygen saturation determined in the present
study were consistent with previous investigations

www.biophotonics-journal.org

even though different methods were used. The SO2
value at the ulcer locations were found to be consistently lower compared to the control region during
the visits leading up to ulceration. However, the absolute value of SO2 varied significantly and without
any apparent trend. For example, the average oxygen saturation assessed over the entire foot increased between visits 1 and 2 from 67 to 94%, but
then decreased to 83% during visit 3. It was not expected that SO2 values over the entire foot would be
consistent from one visit to another as it fluctuates
depending on the patient’s activity. Therefore, we
considered the relative difference in SO2 between
control and preulcer regions, measured during the
same visit.
Figures 3a through 3d show the epidermal thickness maps of the plantar surface and toes of the right
foot of a diabetic patient. They indicate that estimates of epidermal thickness varied between 70 and
170 mm. Note that Lepi was defined for an epidermis
in which melanin was assumed to be homogeneously
distributed throughout the entire layer [23]. In reality, melanin is concentrated close to the basement
membrane and the majority of the epidermis is relatively transparent to visible light [36]. Assuming uniform melanin concentration may be acceptable for
thin epidermis such as the forearm and forehead
[24] but is less representative of epidermis on the
foot. Indeed, histological studies of human skin from
the sole of the foot have reported epidermal thick-
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Figure 3 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) (a) to (d) Epidermal thickness and (e) to (h) oxyhemoglobin
maps for the plantar surface of the same subject depicted in Figure 2. Solid line circle indicates the ulceration site. Dashed
line circle indicates the control site. Figures 2(a) through (d) represent the same time points as figures (e) through (h)
during ulceration.

Figure 4 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) (a) to (c) Visible images and (d) to (f) oxygen saturation maps of
the plantar surface of a diabetic subject during the development of a foot ulcer on the hallux of the left foot.
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ness of up to 600 mm [38]. Thus, Lepi retrieved from
diabetic feet was expected to be a relative estimate
of the actual epidermal thickness on the plantar surface of the foot and not an exact value of the physical thickness. Nonetheless, Figures 2 and 3 show
that the presence of callus around formed or forming
ulcers (Figures 2a through 2d) consistently corresponds to an increase in the estimate of epidermal
thickness Lepi (Figures 3a through 3d). Thus, Lepi retrieved is a relevant parameter that correlates with
actual epidermal thickening. For each visit, the epidermis was consistently thicker in the preulcer region than in the unaffected control region and grew
thicker over time. Quantitatively, the estimated average epidermal thickness in the preulcer region increased from 136, 157, to 159 mm during visits 1, 2,
and 3, respectively, compared with 116, 93, and 98
mm at the unaffected control region during the same
visits. The surface area of epidermal thickening where
Lepi was greater than 140 mm increased from 3 cm2
to 10 cm2 between visits 2 and 3. Furthermore, the
callus around the ulcer is visible during visit 4 as depicted in Figure 3d.

571

Figures 3e through 3h show the oxyhemoglobin
concentration maps of the plantar surface and toes
of the right foot of a diabetic patient. Interestingly,
as the callus size and thickness increased between
visits 1 and 3 (Figures 3a through 3c) the oxyhemoglobin concentration decreased (Figures 3e through
3g). In fact, the difference in average oxyhemoglobin
concentration between the test and control sites was
8.01, 38.2, 36.4 and 108.3 mM during visits 1, 2,
3, and 4, respectively. This indicates that the preulcer
area became ischemic relative to nearby unaffected
tissue as the callus grew. Indeed, an increase in epidermal thickness (callus formation) may result in increased and irregular pressure on that part of the
foot [38]. This may cause poor blood circulation and
subsequent ulceration in the area [38]. In fact, our
previous study [11] showed that a large increase or
reduction in the local oxyhemoglobin concentration
strongly correlates with risk of ulcer formation in
that area. Note that the absolute values of deoxyhemoglobin concentration during these visits were 70,
54, 73, and 47 mM, respectively, and did not show a
clear pattern as observed earlier [11].

Figure 5 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) (a) to (c) Epidermal thickness and (d) to (f) oxyhemoglobin concentration maps during foot ulceration corresponding to images to maps shown in Figure 4. Solid line circle indicates the
ulceration site. Dashed line circle indicates the control site.
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Thus, the present analysis could enable one to
gain insight into the mechanisms involved with ulcer
formation. It suggests that as the callus grows, it
causes pressure disturbances in the foot which affect
the foot’s circulatory function.

4.2 Ulcer healing
Figures 4 through 7 show results for the toes and
plantar surface of the left foot of another diabetic
patient collected over six visits during an eleven
month period. Figure 4 shows the visible images and
oxygen saturation maps of the patient’s foot before
the ulcer formed on the first digit. The oxygen saturation averaged over the entire foot decreases
from 85% to 57% between visits 1 and 3 indicating
poor circulation in the affected foot during the
weeks leading up to ulceration. No significant differences were observed in oxygen saturation in the preulcer and control areas for the three visits. However,
epidermal thickening (Figure 5) was observed on the
first digit almost six months (Figure 5a) prior to visit

4 (Figure 6a) when the formed ulcer was clearly apparent on the visible images. In fact, the average epidermal thickness at the preulcer site was found to be
158, 132, and 138 mm during visits 1, 2, and 3 (Figures 5a through 5c), respectively. On the other hand,
the average epidermal thickness in the control region
(dashed circle) varied very little during the same visits and was 99, 102, and 103 mm, respectively. Simultaneously, oxyhemoglobin concentration was also
elevated during the first three visits as evident in
Figures 5d through 5f. However, elevation in oxyhemoglobin concentration occurred also on all the
other toes and on the plantar surface and not only at
the preulcer area. On the other hand, epidermal
thickening and oxyhemoglobin concentration increased simultaneously on the first digit which subsequently ulcerated.
Moreover, Figures 6 and 7 show the visible
images and maps of the patient’s foot during healing.
During visit 4 (Figure 6a), the open ulcer was approximately 2 cm in diameter and surrounded by a
thick callus ring. The presence of callus was clearly
apparent to the naked eye during visits 4 and 5 (Figures 6a and 6b). This was properly captured by our

Figure 6 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) (a) to (c) Visible images and (d) to (f) oxygen saturation maps of
the plantar surface of a diabetic subject during healing of the foot ulcer formed on the hallux of the left foot.
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Figure 7 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) (a) to (c) Epidermal thickness and (d) to (f) oxyhemoglobin concentration maps during foot ulceration corresponding to images to maps shown in Figure 6. Solid line circle indicates the
ulceration site. Dashed line circle indicates the control site.
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algorithm as illustrated in Figure 7a and 7b. The
average estimated epidermal thickness calculated in
a 1 cm diameter circle positioned on the callus ring
(solid line) was 167 and 163 mm during visits 4 and
5, respectively. Finally, Figure 7c establishes that,
during the last visit, the region of epidermal thickening subsided around the ulcer as it healed and
closed. In fact, the average epidermal thickness estimated in a 1 cm diameter circle centered on the callus decreased to 150 mm during the last visit. On the
other hand, the epidermal thickness was 111, 108,
and 92 mm at the control regions during visits 4, 5
and 6, respectively. These values were similar to
those retrieved at the site before the ulcer formed.
For reference, Figure 7d through 7f also show the
oxyhemoglobin maps of the healing ulcer. Reduction
in callus size and thickness between visits 4 and 6
evident from Figure 7a through 7c corresponds to
improved circulation near the ulcer suggested by the
increase in oxyhemoglobin concentration reported in
Figure 7d through 7f.
Figure 8 summarizes the temporal progression of
epidermal thickness in the preulcer and control
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Figure 8 Average retrieved epidermal thickness as a function of days from the first visit on June 27, 2007 (visit 1) to
May 27, 2008 (visit 6) calculated at the preulcer site
(square) and at the control site (circle) for the foot shown
in Figures 4 and 6.
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areas, respectively, for all sets of hyperspectral
images available for the second patient. Estimates of
epidermal thickness gradually increased during ulcer
formation and were 30 mm larger at the ulcer site
than at a nearby control site. After the ulcer formed,
the estimates of the epidermal thickness near the
callus were consistently higher than in the same region prior to ulceration and decreased as the ulcer
healed. During ulcer healing, both the ulcer and control sites show a decrease in epidermal thickness
with time. Off-loading the affected foot is a typical
treatment for diabetic foot ulceration. This may have
resulted in epidermal thinning around the ulcer location, but also on the plantar surface of the foot
where the control region was chosen.

4.3 Clinical implications
In a previous study, spatial variations in oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations were
used to detect tissue at risk of ulceration [11]. The
average oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations were found in a 1 cm diameter circular
target region centered over a pixel and 8 adjacent
regions. Then, the maximum difference between the
averaged oxyhemoglobin concentrations calculated
in the target regions with respect to the control regions was computed and denoted by MD(OXY).
The MD(DEOXY) value was found in the same
fashion. The MD(OXY) and MD(DEOXY) values
were calculated for each pixel. Furthermore, it was
found that if jMD(OXY)j and jMD(DEOXY)j simultaneously exceeded their respective threshold values, then the pixel could be classified as preulcerous
with a high sensitivity and moderately high specificity. As depicted in Figures 2 through 7, ulcer formation is preceded by callus formation that results in a
local increase in epidermal thickness. It is thus expected that values of MDðLepi Þ calculated over preulcer regions would be larger on average than from
surrounding unaffected regions.
In practice, the algorithm and methodology presented in this work can be applied directly to data
gathered by a hyperspectral imager. To illustrate the
clinical usefulness of detecting epidermal thickness
on the feet of diabetic patients at risk of developing
foot ulcer, the present technique should be applied
to a larger population of patients, as performed in
Ref. [11]. This task, however, falls outside the scope
of the present study which focused on monitoring
the evolution of foot ulcers from formation to healing for two specific patients.
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5. Conclusion
Hyperspectral imaging of the feet of two diabetic
patients was performed before, during, and after
they developed foot ulcer. Previous studies of diabetic foot ulcer formation using hyperspectral imaging limited their analysis to circulatory changes
such as difference in oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations obtained from hyperspectral images collected immediately prior to foot ulcer formation or immediately following ulcer
healing [10, 11, 20, 21]. The present study examined the temporal changes observed before the ulcer became apparent to the naked eye until it
healed and closed. Epidermal thickening was observed in preulcerous areas which is consistent with
callus formation in such regions. The callus was observed to recede as the ulcer healed. The corresponding increase in local epidermal thickness was
associated with a decrease in oxyhemoglobin concentration. This study establishes the feasibility of
using measurements of epidermal thickness to enhance other imaging modalities, in particular hyperspectral tissue oximetry [11], for early prediction of
diabetic foot ulcer formation.
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